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Kindly contributed by Pauline Bicker, Northern Learning Trust pbicker@northernlearningtrust.org.uk  MSS1/L2.1 calculate with sums of money & convert 
between currencies (a) understand that exchange rates of currencies are not fixed, but vary on a daily basis (b) understand buying rate and selling rate. 

 
Selling rate is the rate that the bank sells you the currency. 

Buying rate is the rate that the bank buys back your currency. 
 

Exchange rates - Pounds Sterling 
                    SELL  

Euro                   1.22 
US Dollar           1.78 
Aus Dollar          2.14 

BUY 
1.25 
1.81 
2.17 

 
When converting between currencies you will be either multiplying or dividing 

 
Convert these amounts to euros                           
£10        £25        £100      £200        £525  £600  £875 
 

       
Convert these amounts back using buy back rate                   

 €5      €28         €76        €84          €92            €99           €100   
  
  

Converts these amounts to US dollars        
 £7     £28 £75       £100        £125           £200         £500 

 
 
Convert these amounts (USD) back using buy back rate                
$10     $25        $70         $85          $98            $120           $328 
 
 
Converts these amounts to Australian dollars (AUD)        
£445    £570      £895     £1000       £1200        £1270         £1350 
 
 
Convert these amounts (AUD) back using buy back rate               
$66      $68          $72      $88           $99           $105            $156  
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Answers 
 
£10 x 1.22 = €12.20       £25 x 1.22 = €30.50        £100 x 1.22 = €122        

£200 x 1.22 = €244       £525 x 1.22 =€640.05     £600 x 1.22 = €732 

£875 x 1.22 = €1067.50 

 

€5 ÷ 1.25 = £4               €28 ÷ 1.25 = £22.40         €76 ÷1.25 = £60.80 

€84÷ 1.25 = £67.20       €92 ÷ 1.25 = £73.60         €99 ÷ 1.25 = £79.20 

€100 ÷ 1.25 = £80 

 

£7 x 1.78 = $12.46   £28 x 1.78 = $49.84  £75 x 1.78 = $133.50 

£100 x 1.78 = $178   £125 x 1.78 = $222.50 £200 x 1.78 = $356 

£500 x 1.78 = $890 

 

$10 ÷ 1.81 =£5.52   $25 ÷ 1.81 =£13.81  $70 ÷ 1.81 = £38.67 

$85 ÷1.81 = £46.97   $98 ÷ 1.81 =£54.14  $120÷ 1.81 =£66.30 

$328 ÷ 1.81=£181.21  

 

£445 x 2.14 = $952.30 £570 x 2.14 = $1219.80 £895 x 2.14 = $1915.30 

£1000 x 2.14 =$2140  £1200 x 2.14 =$2568         £1270 x 2.14 =$2717.80 

£1350 x 2.14 = $2889 

 

$66 ÷ 2.17 = £30.41  $68 ÷2.17 = £31.34  $72 ÷2.17 = £33.18 

$88 ÷ 2.17 = £40.55  $99 ÷ 2.17 = £45.62  $105 ÷ 2.17 = £48.39 

$156 ÷ 2.17 = £71.89  
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